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Editorial

Dear Seafarers,
Our „Briese News“ magazine has taken a break over the last
years. Many seafarers were asking about it. Our new issues
shall again tell you about what is going on in our fleet and our
headquarters in Leer, inform you about regulatory and technical
changes affecting us and share with you some nice stories and
pictures from our seafarers and vessels sailing around the world.
What is the economic situation presently? Briese Schiffahrt together with our chartering companies BBC Chartering and Briese
Chartering increased their market share in our segment of project & heavy lift cargoes over the last 3 years. In contrast to other
companies, we are fully concentrating on this market. Smaller
rivals in our segment have come under severe pressure not least
by us. Unfortunately there are still too many ships around to
achieve higher freight rates and better results.
The political signals are not very positive: Mr. Trump announced
in his inauguration: „America first“ and wants to convince his fellow citizens to buy American products, the British people decided
to leave the EU including the European economic market. This
will drag down trade and might dampen demand for our ships.
On the other hand, shipping cycles often change when nobody
expects it.
On a private note, I want to inform you that my father has survived a heart attack last December after a longer business day.
He underwent successfully a bypass operation and is presently
recovering at home. Mr. Lucius Bunk, who was previously running Auerbach Schiffahrt in Hamburg, has joined our management team in Leer last September.
I want to thank Sandra Sürken, Jann Peters and Benjamin Conrad
for persistently pushing all contributors to finalize this new edition of Briese News and I wish all seafarers onboard a successful
and healthy year 2017!

Wilke Briese
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Briese Office

Concept and team

Concept and Team
As Wilke Briese
already mentioned
in his editorial the
“Briese News” took
a rest and therefore
we are more than
happy that we have
the chance to release same again.

Next to the internal updates on the Briese
Group this magazine is not only meant to be
a communication path from the office to the
crew but also from crew to crew.
The main topic of this issue is the implementation of the Polar Code. Besides this you get
information about structural updates of the Inspection Department and also of Briese Crew
Management, formerly known as Leda Shipping.
To support the idea of delivering content from
crew to crew, every issue introduces the crew
on board one vessel by an interview. Further we
also feature cooks sharing their best recipes and

cadets reporting about their first time on board.
Like in the past we still inform you about our
Ships in Operation, Training Matters, new Rules
and Regulations, Special Maintenance Topics
and Interesting Cargo in Focus.
Let us briefly introduce our team.
To create this magazine a far bigger team is necessary than just the three of us. Therefore we
would like to take this opportunity to say thanks
to all supporters either ashore or onboard.
Every idea or feedback is very welcome and can
be sent to us via following E-Mail address:
briesenews@briese.de

Hi there. I am Jann Peters. Besides the

My name is Sandra Sürken and I am work-

Hello. I am Benjamin Conrad and I am

Briese News I am responsible for different

ing in the Inspection Department. After

26 years old. I am working as Crew Op-

training matters, such as the recruitment

my studies in Industrial Engineering and

erator in Group-D. Before I started to

of German Cadets or the management

writing my Diploma Thesis for “Nord-

work in my actual job in March 2014,

of our e-Learning Portal. Before continu-

eseewerke Emden” the shipping business

I finished my apprenticeship as a ship-

ing my career with Briese I worked and

awoke my interest and I started to work

ping clerk in shipping company “Triton

studied at Hartmann Shipping in Leer.

for Briese in 2006. Before my parental

Schiffahrts GmbH” in Leer. Since end of

Privately I enjoy travelling, snorkeling

leave I was already preparing the Briese

2016 I am member of the Briese News

and editing video content of such trips.

News in 2012 / 2013. After the birth of

Team together with Sandra and Jann.

my second child I am back in part-time
since February this year and next to the
Briese News I am supporting the Fleetmanagement in administration matters.

Note: Due to the fact that the crew of M/V BBC Caribbean was released from hostage shortly before
this magazine went to press, we would inform you that this will be a topic for the next Briese News.
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Briese Office Organization of Fleetmanagement and Inspection

Inspection and Fleet Management
You may have recognized that a lot of
things have changed in the Inspection
Department over the last years. Therefore we would like to take the opportunity to give you an overview about the
major structural changes. Due to the
fact that Briese Schiffahrt received a lot
more ships; either under our own management or where the technical management is done by a different company, the workload and responsibility has
increased rapidly for the fleet. Consequently it has been decided to upgrade
the Fleetmanagement. Since Mai 2015
Dr. Jörg Larink, former Technical Superintendent in Group 2, is responsible for
the technical part of the Fleetmanagement, whereas Bernd Hartmann is still
the Nautical Fleetmanager. Together
with their Assistants Clara Thiemens
and Amke Huisinga they are responsible
for all major nautical and technical questions like Dock Plannings, Sale and Purchase Coordination, Salvage Operations,
Major Repair Coordination, etc. Mr. Dirk
Schmidt is also still working with the
Fleetmanagement as Senior Consultant.

Responsible for Newbuildings and major modifications on the Fleet, like the
upcoming Ballast Water Treatment Systems, is Bernd Böning together with
Adrian Beckmann.
Since November 2014 an individual
ISM/ISPS department has been established including Thomas Oberschelp
as DPA and Susanne Schumacher as
Deputy DPA and since 2015 Mrs. Schumacher is also acting as CSO for the
most vessels of the fleet. In 2014 also a
new ISM Manual has been established
by the ISM department and was officially introduced on board in 2015.
Nevertheless the Inspection Department
is still divided in five different inspection
Groups. Each Group consists of Nautical and Technical Superintendents. Together with the respective assistant of
the group they are taking care for day to
day business like regular maintenance
works, inspection of vessels, execution of
drydockings, class and statutory surveys
and all other topics which arise. They are

the direct contact of the ship’s crew and
will help in all matters as far as possible.
Who is in which Inspection Group can
be seen on Page 41. Page 42 - 43 show
which vessel belongs to which Inspection
Group. In addition we have Alex Zhukovsky and Jürgen Rudnick as Superintendents / Port Engineers responsible for
Cranes and E-Technic.
The Workshop consists of six people and
they are supporting the Superintendents
and Crew during repairs either in a port
or during drydock. Most crewmembers
may have already met them on board.
Since 2013 Stephan Shulpin is supporting the Inspection Department from
Houston. He is situated permanently in
the USA and is taking a look on board,
arranging workshops, supporting during
Class-, Flagstate-, or Port Inspections for
example during your stay in Houston or
either other port in the USA or nearby.
Additionally to our own ships, where the
Technical Management is done by Briese
Schiffahrt, the Inspection Department especially the Fleetmanagement is responsible
for vessels, which will be managed technical
wise by different companies; but final decisions and major planning’s are still done by
Briese Schiffahrt. Hereto belong also vessels
from Ems-Leda Shipping and Briese Netherlands where the Inspection Department is
giving support where necessary.
Article by Sandra Sürken

From left to right:
Dr. Jörg Larink
Clara Thiemens
Amke Huisinga
Bernd Hartmann
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Research news
Briese Research

Briese Research News
by Sabine Kruse

H.S.H. Prince Albert II
visited the R/V ALKOR
in Kiel
Being the President of the Scientific Commission of the
Mediterranean (CIESM) H.S.H. Prince Albert II visited R/V
ALKOR in September 2016 in Kiel/Germany. During a short
cruise H.S.H. Prince Albert II took the opportunity to talk to
Captain Lass and his crew about their life on board and the
possibilities R/V ALKOR offers for the scientific community.
H.S.H. Prince Albert II presented himself as a very friendly,
interested and opened-minded guest.

Birthdays
In 2016 the Research Department celebrated two special
birthdays.
R/V POSEIDON became 40 years old. The birthday has been
celebrated in Kiel/Germany with a party ashore. R/V METEOR became 30 years old. The celebration took place during
a short cruise from/to Mindelo, Cape Verdes Islands.
Thanks to the crew of R/V POSEIDON and R/V METEOR for
keeping the vessels in such a good condition.
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Pic is showing Capt. Lass and a part of the crew with H.S.H. Prince Albert II

News

R/V SONNE two
years in the
management

Briese Award
for Marine
Science

In November 2014 Briese Schiffahrts
GmbH & Co. KG RESEARCH took over
the management of the new built R/V
SONNE. After two years it is time to
look back.

On the 20th of January 2017 the Briese
Award for Marine Science 2016 was
handed over to Warnemünde/Germany.

It has been a very challenging time for
the Briese office staff, and especially it
has been a challenging and demanding
time for the vessel’s crew, who always
gave their best to improve the vessel while having the pressure to keep
the vessel’s scientific schedule. Many
thanks to the crew for the professional
work they have done so far.
The clients were happy and very satisfied the cruises made. Most of the
cruises took place in the pacific-region.
A lot of material has been brought
from great depth > 8.000 meters and
has been examined on board or later
ashore. The scientific community has
been excited about the possibilities the
new R/V SONNE offers.

Since 2010 Briese Schiffahrts GmbH
& Co. KG RESEARCH together with
the Leibniz Institute for Baltic Sea Research Warnemünde (IOW), grants the
„BRIESE-award for Marine Science”.
This annual award honors exceptional doctoral theses in marine science.
The dissertations should closely relate
to the use of research vessels and to
the development of technologies and/
or techniques of data acquisition at
sea. Primary criterions for the award
are the outstanding results of the dissertation and their importance for the
marine science. The award is endowed
with price money of 5.000 €.
The winner of the 7th Briese Award for
Marine Science is Dr.-Ing. Timm Schoening. Dr. Schoening studied at the TU
Bielefeld and received the award for his
excellent doctoral work on the automatisation of the quantitative image evaluation of data collected with AUVs (Autonomous Underwater Vehicles) and
ROVs (Remotely Operated Vehicles).

Trainees
3 years ago, in 2013, the Briese Research Department was able to start
its own trainee program for ship mechanics. The ship mechanic training
includes a practical as well as a theoretical part (dual system). Practical
training predominantly takes place on
board recognized training ships but
also in suitable training institutions
ashore. Theoretical training and general education are centered in maritime
vocational schools.
All research vessels managed Briese
RESEARCH are recognized training vessels. In 2015 Briese Schiffahrts GmbH
& Co. KG RESEARCH won the award for
excellent training (ship mechanic).
In December 2016 our first trainee was
able to complete his qualification. On
board of R/V METEOR Mr. Alexander
Durst (Hamburg) received the practical
knowledge and experience.
He completed his theoretical training at the seaman’s school in Luebeck
Travemuende/Germany.
Congratulations and all the best to
Mr. Durst who will work on board of
our research vessels in the future.

From left to right: Klaus Küper, Dr.-Ing. Timm
Schoening, Prof. Dr. Ulrich Bathmann

From left to right: Astrid Hüve-van Loo, Alexander
Durst, Sabine Kruse
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Life of seafarers

meet the crew of M/V bbc neptune

· Name: BBC Neptune
· Built at: Tianjin Xingang
Shipyard, China
· Delivered: August 2010
· Flag: Liberia
· LOA: 189,99 meters
· Beam: 28,5 meters
· DWT: 37.300 mt
· Crane Capacity: 4 cranes /
each with a capacity of 30 t
· Trade area: Worldwide

Meet the Crew of
M/V BBC Neptune
The interview on board of M/V BBC
Neptune was carried out in the port
of Nordenham on 22nd of December
2016, one day after berthing. The
vessel came from the West Coast
of South America and already discharged a part of her cargo in Huelva,
Spain and Brunsbuettel, Germany.
Nordenham was her last discharge
port under present voyage and she
stayed in port until 27th of December to discharge the remaining cargo
- 11.000 mt of zinc concentrate.

We asked each of the crew
these questions:
1 Where are you from? Please tell
us something about your home town?
2 Since when you are sailing in
general and when did you start
working with Briese?
3 What is your favorite Briese
vessel? Please explain why.
4 What do you like most about
being seafarer?
5 What is your favorite port?
Please explain why.
6 Which advise you can give to
young seafarers?
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Oleg
Lyapin

1 I am from
Crimea, beautiful
Captain
city of Sevastopol.
2 I started in 1992 as a cadet. In 2006
I joined the Briese company. My first
vessel here was “BBC Rheiderland”
and I was there in capacity of Chief
Mate.
3 Actually, I was on so many different
vessel types. Each vessel is good in
her own style (e.g. powerful container
vessels, long port stays and voyages
on heavy lift vessels). On the container
vessel I was very happy, but I liked
“BBC Ganges” very much – to be honest, she is my most liked vessel here in
the company.
4 Nowadays, I like it most to have a
rest from my “home stuff”, when I am
on board.
5 Victoria in Canada – I never saw
before a more beautiful city.
6 Think twice (laughs)

Roman
Romanko

Chief Officer

1 I am from
Crimea, city of
Yevpatoriya. It’s
located in the western part and has
really nice beaches.

2 I started when I was 7 years old on a really small jollyboat. In 2011 I came to Briese
and joined “Cimbris” as 2nd Officer.
3 Of course: BBC Neptune. It’s bigger,
longer & wider than other vessels and
has often long port stays. This is a good
opportunity for shore leave and of
course maintenance.
4 The opportunity to see the real world.
5 My hometown, but it was unfortunately never visited by Briese vessels
so far. I like also the European Mediterranean ports and South America; in
general all ports are welcome to me,
except only a few.
6 Always keep your eyes open when
you are on board, especially in regards
to safety matters. You should also listen
to experienced seamen.

Volodymyr
Freyuk

1 Sevastopol, it’s a
nice city with naval
base and a lot of parades in summer time.
2 I started 2000 on
2nd Officer
a fishing vessel. In
2013 I joined Briese as Watch Officer on
“Stoertebeker”, where I served 5 months
in European trade and afterwards 6
months in Angola offshore project.

“Ruby”, because I like container vessels and their design.
4 Life is much more calm then ashore.
5 Tórshavn in Faroer Islands. Everything there looks like a dwarf’s village.
6 Don’t be afraid to do mistakes, keep
trying to do everything. Collect information like a sponge collects water.
3

Kirby
Borromeo

1 I am from Cebu,
our part of the city
is very famous for
suckling-pig.
2 I started 2012
3rd Officer
as Deck cadet on
“BBC Volga”, this was my first time at sea.
3 So far, it’s “BBC Nile”. I gained a lot
of experience there.
4 Besides traveling around the world,
I like to meet different people and
cultures.
5 Any German port, because the facilities in the port are very modern and
I like the tough working style of the
stevedores here.
6 Gain more knowledge and develop
positive attitude.

Mykola
Antonyuk

1 Crimea, it’s a
beautiful place
with plenty
beaches.
2 I started in 1999
2nd Engineer
on a Tug. 10 years
ago, in 2006, I joined to Briese as Fitter.
3 Of course “BBC Neptune”, because it
is the best ship with good crew.
4 Actually, for me there is nothing
special.
5 I have no favorite port, all ports are
good & welcome. But of course, Sevastopol is best.
6 Study with patience and take experiences from other guys. Always keep in
mind: Safety first!

Amado M.
Dimla

Electrical
Engineer

1 I am from the
province of Pampanga, it’s about
45 km away from
Manila.

I started in N
 ovember 1999 on a
livestock carrier as Electrician. In 2012
I joined Briese on “BBC Neptune”.
3 “BBC Neptune”, because I like bulk
carriers very much.
4 It’s very exciting to visit the world
without spending your own money.
5 All ports which are friendly and not
to strict.
6 Think ahead, not only about your
position / rank. Spend your money
wisely and don’t waste it, but keep
in mind it is not the most important
thing in life.

Bezel B.
Onod
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Oleksandr
Anufriyev

1 I am from
Crimea, city of
Yevpatoriya.
2 20 years ago, I
started
on a bulk
Chief Cook
carrier as Cook. In
Briese I started on “BBC Germany” as
Chief Cook in 2008.
3 I like the heavy lift vessels like “BBC
Germany”.
4 I like to see the world.
5 Any European port where I can visit
the city.
6 Feel welcome on board of Briese
vessels.

Sergiy
Rezvantsev

1 I am from Sevastopol.
2 In 1991 I started
as Motorman,
after 5 years I
Bosun
changed to deck
department. In 1998 I became Bosun.
In 2006 I began to work on M/V
“Global Carrier”.
3 My favorite are “Hooge” and “BBC
Seine”, I like both types of vessels very
much. I was feeling immediately comfortable, when I came on board.
4 To be a seafarer is not only a job for
me, actually it’s like my hobby.
5 I like Hamburg and its city very
much.
6 Open your eyes and think twice.

1 I am from Butuan City, Agusan del
Norte in Southern
part of Philippines.
2 In 2007 I started
Able Seaman
as cadet on a Capsize Bulker. In 2012 I joined Briese as
OS on “BBC Mississippi”.
3 “BBC Congo”, because of the nice
crew and the good atmosphere.
4 To travel around the world is the
best thing for me.
5 European ports, because here we
can visit the seaman’s mission.
6 Life on board is different than what
you get told at school. You must be
ready to work really hard.

John J.
Toralba

1 My home is in
Iloilo City, it’s not
a big city in the
Philippines.
2 I started 14
years
ago on a
Able Seaman
general cargo vessel and joined 2010 to Briese company
as AB on “BBC Iceland”.
3 “BBC Neptune”, I am now here for
the second time.
4 I like to travel around the world.
Also, at sea you can earn more money
than ashore.
5 I like European ports, they have
good signals for communication with
my family.
6 Be brave and strong and follow your
dreams to reach the goal.

Marcin
Gagolewicz

1 I am from Szczecin; it’s a city in
Northwestern part
of Poland.
Ordinary
2 In 2014 I started
Seaman
at sea on “BBC
Neptune” in capacity of deck cadet.
3 “BBC Neptune” is very nice, because
I was working only here so far.
4 I like to visit new places and meet
different people.
5 Veracruz is a very nice place to be.
6 Don’t give up in the beginning of
your career in case it’s not so easy.
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Life of seafarers

meet the crew of M/V bbc neptune

Allen R.
Tovillo

1 I am from a small
island, Lubang Occ.
Mindoro. It’s about
2 hours by boat to
Ordinary
reach Manila.
Seaman
2 I started 2010 as
OS on an interisland trader. In 2014 I
came to “Charelle II” as OS.
3 All vessels are ok for me, as long as
the chemistry between crewmembers
is good.
4 To see the world and travel along.
5 My favorite port is Jebel Ali, you can
find here all you want.
6 Don’t waste your time, do your
utmost to become officer.

John D.
Escuyos

1 I come from Cebu,
it’s a nice city with
too much people
right now.
2 This is my first
Deck Cadett
time at sea; I joined
the vessel in September.
3 “BBC Neptune”, becaue I know
only this vessel, but all crew are very
friendly. And it’s the biggest vessel in
the fleet.
4 I like the adventure to go around
the world and meet people.
5 So far, it’s Nordenham. All people
here are nice and friendly and the
area is safe.
6 Don’t give up and always believe in
yourself. Keep on working hard.

Alexander
Mironov

1 I am from
Shelkovo, a small
town approx. 20
km away from
Moscow.
Fitter
2 I started in
1976 on a cargo ship for Black Sea
company. I stayed there for 19 year.
In 2004 I came to Briese and joined
“Frisian Sun”.
3 It’s hard to say for me…maybe “BBC
Neptune”. I have sailed on too many
different vessels.
4 It’s my passion since more than 40
years.
5 I like St Petersburg, because it’s
more or less close to my home.
6 Pay attention to your daily work.

Charles
Veloso

1 I am from Cebu,
but I live in the
province with nice
nature around.
2 My first time at
Motorman
sea was in 2013
on the Briese vessel “Sjard”.
3 “BBC Neptune” due to well maintenance engine room. “Sjard” was a
good experience, because there was
much more to do and learn.
4 To see new places and people for
free.
5 Any Philippine port, because we can
buy stuff there very cheap.
6 Be tough and brave. You can help
your family with the well-paid job.

Kostyantyn
Buzak

1 My home is
Sevastopol.
2 I started 10
years ago, but now
I am the first time
Wiper
with Briese.
3 “BBC Neptune”, because so far I
know only this vessel.
4 I am a free man at sea.
5 Sevastopol, because it is also my home.
6 Learn a lot and work hard.

Wynjel
Bercero

1 I am from Cebu,
my home is far away
from the town, we
are living on a farm.
2 I started 2015
Engine Cadet
as engine cadet on
“Skaftafell”. Unfortunately, this vessel was
sold. Then I joined “BBC Denmark”, but this
vessel was sold as well.
3 “Skaftafell” and “BBC Denmark” I liked
very much. There was a lot to learn,
because of many machinery was broken
and needed repair.
4 Machinery is my passion. To travel and
sail around the world is just a nice bonus
for me.
5 Hong Kong is my favorite port. I was
there 3 months during dry dock and
could go for shore leave very often. Hong
Kong has a lot of Filipino and I felt like
being at home.
6 Don’t work because somebody told you
to do so – work, because you like to do it. If
you miss this passion, then don’t go to sea.

Interview held by Hannes Koeppl
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Life of seafarers

From galley to galley

From Galley to Galley
This time featuring
Chief Cook Edgar
Manubay from the

Pizza with Pork Schnitzel
served with Fresh Salad

Meal:

(good for 18 people)

For Pizza Dough:

flour
· 1 ½ kilo all-purpose yea
st
dry
t
tan
ins
· 15 grams
ar
sug
ter
cas
ms
· 20 gra
· 15 grams table salt
· 100 ml olive oil water
· 500-600 ml warm

Method:
1. Dissolved sugar and salt into warm water and
then after that
2. Add dry instant yeast into the liquid mixtures
3. Place the flour into mixer and start in low speed and
pour out the liquid mixtures gradually into the flour
4. While mixing add the olive oil and mix well
5. Lastly place into a bowl and cover with damp 		
cloth about 1 hour or until double size of the
dough, and divide into whatever size would you like.

For Pizza Sauce:

· 2 can (450 grams) peeled tomato
· 1 pc small white onion, finely chopped
· 5 cloves garlic, finely chopped
· Dash of fresh or dry basil
· Dash of fresh or dry oregano
· 4 tablespoon of sugar
· 50 ml olive oil
· Salt and pepper to taste
Method:
1. Open peeled tomato and put in mixing bowl
and crush it by hand
2. Chop garlic and onion
3. Heat up olive oil in sauce pan
4. Add onion and garlic and stir until onion 		
become translucent and garlic golden brown
5. Add the crushed peeled tomato into the sauce pan
6. Add basil and oregano
7. Put sugar, salt and pepper to taste
8. Let stand for few minutes and remove 		
from the stove to cool down

Pizza:

Recipe by Chief Cook
Manubay and Benjamin Conrad

· Pizza Dough
· Pizza Sauce und beef
· ½ kg cooked gro
· 1 can Pineapple
· 1 pc White onion
· 3 pcs Bell pepperthe pizza before baking
· Olive oil to drizzle gano
· Dash of Dried orecheese
· 1 kg Mozzarella

zel:

Method:
1. Slice, wash and dry up the pork loin
2.	Flatten the pork loin with kitchen mallet until
become thin about 0,25 cm
3. Season with salt and pepper
4. Dredge in flour the pork loin
5. Dip the pork loin into beaten eggs until well covered
6. Lastly roll into bread crumbs
7. Heat the oil and frie until golden brown

Philippines, on board
M/V “BBC Ruby”

Pork Schnit

· 2 lb pork
· 5 pcs wholeloegings(fl(batten)
· 2 pack (250grams)eaten)
bread crumbs
· Flour for
· Salt and pedrppedergifongr the pork loin
· Vegetable oil for deep seasoning
frying (about 2liters

Method:
1. Cut and squeeze the lemon
2. Place mustard into mixing bowl
3. Start beating or stirring the
mustard and add gradually
the olive oil
4. Add lemon juice little by little
5. Add salt and pepper to taste
6. Chill the dressing

)

Lemon dressing:

· 3 cups olive oil
· 1 cup lemon juice
· 1 tablespoon yellow mustard
· Salt and pepper to taste

Fresh Salad w

ith Le

· 2 pcs ice berg lettuce mon Dressing:
· 1 pc white or
· 1 pc red bell red onion (thin slice)
· 1 pc green bell
· 1 pc yellow bell pepper
· 3 pcs cucumb
· 5 pcs tomatoer
· Lemon Dress
· Salt and pepping
er to taste
Method:
1. Wash all vegetables and dry it up before slicing.
2. Wash and drain the lettuce, tear up by hand and
put into a salad bowl
3. Peel the cucumber, deseed and slice
4. Cut the side of a tomato and slice it
5. Cut bell pepper into a julienne cut
6. Slice the onion
7. Put cucumber, tomato, bell pepper and onion
together into salad bowl and dress with lemon dressing.
8. Place ice berg lettuce into plate and arrange the
salad mixture.

Enjoy your meal! :)

Thanks to Chief Cook Manubay for his support in
this issue of the Briese News. We hope that all of
you will try and enjoy the described meal and we
look forward for ideas and other recipes from
cooks all over the fleet so we can feature a tasty
meal by another cook in our next issue.
Feel free to write us via following email
address: briesenews@briese.de
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Cadet‘s Logbook

Cadet‘s Logbook

My name is Eike Weissenborn, I’m 20 years old
and I am working as a nautical officers assistance apprentice (NOA) on the heavy-lifter M/V
BBC Germany and M/V BBC Scandinavia. After
six months at sea I will study to become a nautical officer. I’m sailing boats since I’m four years
old, so it is no surprise that the job of my choice
is at sea.
The sun shined at this morning, like the three
days before when we sailed along the beautiful
Norwegian coast. Our next port was Rognan, a
small village at the end of the fjord. The berth
was just a few meters longer than our vessel and located in front of rock formations.
We loaded one container and one big cable
drum. After having secured the cargo by lashing chains and stoppers we started our passage back through the fjord. It was already dark
when we prepared the pilot ladder and we saw
impressive polar lights moving slowly.
The voyage to Norway was one of the most
beautiful passages in these first three months,
but my journey started somewhere else.
It was the morning of the 30th of August,
when my parents brought me to the airport in
Bremen. After farewell at home I had my first
flight from Bremen to Amsterdam. The second
flight was from Amsterdam to the airport in
Panama City. I was not the only one who arrived with the destination M/V BBC Germany
in Panama. Also the Captain, 2nd Engineer, 3rd
Engineer, Electrician, Motorman and AB landed
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at the airport. We were brought to a hotel in
Balboa. Later a launch boat carried us to M/V
BBC Germany at anchorage. After our boarding and the departure of the offsigners my first
miles on board of a vessel as NOA started.
And they started very well because we were
passing through the Panama Canal. It was interesting to see that the ships are pulled by
trains into the locks. Our next port was Houston in Texas.
This was the first time I have been in America and the first time I had to do the gangway
watch. It was the task of me and one OS to stay
in every port six after six hours at the gangway.
Furthermore I was responsible for hoisting the
flags at sunrise and taking them down again at
sunset. On sea I was working on deck from the
morning until lunch and on bridge after lunch.
My usual working day started with breakfast
at 07:30 in the mess room. At 08:00 the deck
crew met near the workshop and the Bosun explained what has to be done on that day.
Because the whole crew, except me, was Russian and Ukrainian the orders were given in
Russian language. After that he explained to
me the tasks in English. Examples of my work
on deck were removing rust, grinding, painting,
cleaning, stowing and securing gear, testing the
lashing of the cargo, preparing pilot ladder and
assisting in mooring operations by preparing
heaving-lines, operating mooring winches and
handling the mooring ropes.

On bridge I corrected charts and the Admiralty
Catalogue, prepared a passage with the necessary charts and nautical publications for practice
purposes. Further I assisted the officer in his
duties like testing the EPIRB, SART, GMDSS and
emergency signal equipment, making entries in
the chart or working with navigational devices
like AIS, GPS, ECDIS, compass and radar.
It was my intention to have an impression of
every work which has to be done on a vessel.
So I worked at many places on the vessel and at
many places all over the world, because Houston was just the beginning of a long journey.
Our next ports were Freeport, Newport News
in Virginia, Antwerp in Belgium, Rotterdam in
the Netherlands, Skjerstadfjorden in Norway, a
passage through the Suez Canal in Egypt, Hamriyah, Jebel Ali, Ras Al Khaimah, Musaffah and
Fujaihra in the United Arabian Emirates, the
Kingdom Bahrain and Mumbai in India.

Furthermore there was very interesting cargo
for example the parts of a crane which we carried from Antwerp to the SAQR port Ras Al
Khaimah or an Ampelmann, a special gangway
for offshore vessels.
In the Suez Canal my three months on M/V BBC
Germany came to their end. After a flight from
Cairo over Frankfurt to Bremen the next three
months on the sister M/V BBC Scandinavia began in Bremerhaven.
They also started very well, because we were in
dry dock. So I’m looking forward to the coming
experiences in the next three months as a NOA
on a heavy-lifter.
Article by Cadet Eike Weissenborn

During these first three month it was possible
to see many things like dolphins, whales, flying
fish, pelicans, beautiful landscapes or nothing
but the sea 360° around the vessel. I also experienced the poor living conditions in Mumbai
in contrast to the futuristic skyscrapers in Abu
Dhabi.

OUR OBJECTIVE
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Sold Vessels
Until end of 2016

M/V BBC Holland, M/V Peter Rönna
The company Fiesta Cargo & Logistics Inc. has been founded recently to engage several vessels for the inland trade.
Therefore they have inspected some of our vessels and finally decided to buy M/V BBC Holland and M/V Peter Rönna.
After completion of her last voyage to Vietnam M/V BBC
Holland has ballasted to Manila for the handing over procedure. Cpt. Sonny Vitalez, Superintendent Rogalio Nuega
and Bernd Hartmann attended for the diving inspection
and the owner change.
Cpt. Soeren Bjarnt and his entire crew have spent a lot of
works to rectify outstanding deficiencies and to prepare the
vessel for a smooth handing over, which took place beginning
of November.
Finally M/V Peter Rönna was also sold to the same buyer
on 22nd of December 2016 in Manila; on site was Christian
Meyer from Briese.

M/V BBC Northsea
After her last voyage in May this year to Dalian / China M/V
BBC Northsea has been handed over to her new owners.
Now she is engaged in a local trade in the region of Kamchatka.
Our superintendent Nikolay Zhelonkin has sailed with the
vessel to her last port and has organized all arrangements
together with our former Technical Director Mr. D. Schmidt.
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M/V Langeland
With M/V Langeland our oldest lady has left the company.
She has been for engine overhauls in Emden, when company
Messrs Pera Shipping took over the vessel. On the 19th July
2016 the vessel has been handed over to the new owners under
the attendance of our superintendents Markus Schmidt and Oleg
Azhmyakov.

M/V BBC Denmark
In December 2015 our M/V BBC Denmark had a major engine
breakdown and has been towed to Hong Kong for repairs. It has
turned out that the crankshaft has to be replaced and therefore it
has been decided to carry out a complete engine overhaul. During
this 3 month the crew spent a lot of efforts to clean up the vessel
and to maintain her properly.
In the same time the vessel has been inspected by Bismark
Maritime Limited based in Lae / Papua New Guinea. The founder Mr. Hamish Sharp already bought our M/V Santiago in 2011,
M/V Dollart in 2013 and M/V BBC Ukraine in 2013.

M/V Jansum, M/V Medum

After the repairs have been completed M/V BBC Holland was
shifted to Singapore and was delivered to the new owners on
the 8th April 2016. Captain Sergey Balykov and his entire crew
have assisted and Bismark Marine with bringing the vessel to
Lae even after she has been sold.

Our vessels M/V Jansum and M/V Medum had been laid up
close to our office here in Leer for more than three years. M/V
Medum has already been sold in 2015 to Russian owners.
In August 2016 we managed to find a buyer from Egypt, Mssrs.
Elamira, who took over M/V Jansum here and brought it back
into trade after a dry dock in Emden.

OUR OBJECTIVE
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M/V Seaton, M/V Tiverton,
M/V Bude, M/V Clovelly
These Mini-Bulkcarriers have been managed by Ems-LedaShipping during the last 5 years. Finally the bank has decided
to sell all five vessels.
Three of them already found different new owners and have
been delivered to them during the last months. Finally beginning of February 2017 also M/V Clovelly has also been sold and
handed over to new owners in Tuzla.

M/V BBC Ems
On the 3rd of November 2016 our nice M/V BBC Ems has
been sold and handed over to her new owner Euro Africa
Shipping Line based in Poland.
Because of the high professional attitude of our entire crew
and the good maintenance standard of the vessel the sale
was very smooth and without any complications.
M/V BBC Ems was the first vessel from the River-Type class
built 2006 in Tianjin / China. After sailing 10 Years with almost permanent crew and no major incidents, the vessel
will now be engaged in a West Africa Trade.

Bernd Hartmann with crew of M/V BBC Ems

M/V BBC Rheiderland
M/V BBC Rheiderland had an employment with Imperial for
many years carrying timber packages from the Baltic States to
Egypt and northbound bulk cargoes. This year she has been
replaced by our M/V BBC Ostfriesland and has been handed
over to the buyers in Istanbul.
Her new owners Messrs.. Sevnor Limited (Russian) will employ
her further in the Northern region as she has an E3 Ice class.
The sale has been attended by superintendent Kurt Paul, who
meanwhile retired.
Articles by Bernd Hartmann
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New To The Fleet

M/V Adiante
General Cargo Vessel
4,672 DWT / gearless
M/V Adiante was taken over in July 2015 after Briese had
won the bid on the auction where the vessel was sold.
It had been laid up for about 3 years already as the previous
owner went bankrupt. Inspection group number 4 together
with some colleagues from the Briese workshop brought
the vessel back into operation. Since then the vessel is
employed with Este Shipping.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Factoria Naval de Marin,
S.A, Marin, Spain
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 2,956 / 1,558
· LOA: abt. 89.50 m
· Beam: abt. 13.70 m
· Max. draft: abt. 6.00 m
· Main Engine: MAK 6M25, abt.
1.850 kW / 750 rpm
· Aux.-Engines: 2 x Caterpillar
3406C / abt. 252 kW

· Hold dimensions:
abt. 60.48 m x 10.98 m x 8.40 m
· Hatch dimensions:
abt. 60.48 m x 10.98 m
· Grain / Bale Space: abt. 5,615 cbm
· Container Capacity: 20´ or 40´ and 20´
· Total: 262 / 113 / 36
· Accommodation:
8 persons, 8 cabins

M/V BBC Lisbon, M/V BBC London,
M/V BBC Luanda
Project Carrier Vessels
7,843 DWT / 2 x 80 mt
We have bought M/V BBC London in October 2014 and directly afterwards two of her sister vessels followed, M/V BBC
Lisbon in November 2014 and M/V BBC Luanda in December 2014.
Since then the Technical Management remains with the previous owner Schepers Bereederung GmbH & Co. KG.
About one year later in November 2014 we have also taken over
M/V BBC Lima, whose management was given to Rörd Braren
Bereederungs GmbH & Co. KG. Together with the handover to
the new manger the vessels flag was changed to Germany.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Dongfang Shipbuilding,
China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 7,138 / 2,266
· LOA: abt. 130.19 m
· Beam: abt. 16.50 m
· Max. draft: abt. 7.00 m
· Main Engine: MaK 9M25C, 2,990 kW
at 750 rpm
· Aux.-Engines: 2 x abt. 377 kW

OUR OBJECTIVE

· Cargo hold capacity:
12,181 cbm / 430,167 cbft
· Floor space under deck:
2,179 sqm / 23,463 sqft
· Floor space on deck:
1,133sqm / 12,197 sqft
· Container Capacity: 444 TEU
· Accommodation: 15 Persons

Charterer´s Happiness
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M/V BBC Alberta
Premium Project Carrier Vessels
12,780 DWT / 2 x 180 mt
Also in October 2015 the premium project carrier M/V BBC
Alberta has been taken over.
It remained in the Technical Management of the previous
owner since January 2017, since then the Technical Management changed to Auerbach Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG as
we are closely cooperating with this company and they already have two sister vessels of this type.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Jiangzhou Union
Shipbuilding Co Ltd, China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 9,620 / 4,260
· LOA: abt. 130.71 m
· Beam: abt. 21.00 m
· Max. draft: abt. 8.00 m
· Main Engine: MAK 6M43 output:
5,400kW
· Aux.-Engines: 3 x diesel driven 395 kW

· Cargo hold capacity:
15,952 cbm / 563,340 cbft
· Floor space under deck:
2,810 sqm / 30,247 sqft
· Floor space on deck:
1,480 sqm / 15,931 sqft
· Container Capacity: 665 TEU
· Accommodation: 21 Cabins

M/V Ice Moon, M/V Ice Star, M/V Ice Runner,
M/V Ice Crystal, M/V Samba, M/V Skogafoss
Container Vessels
8,200 DWT / gearless
In October and November 2015 in total 6 Container vessels
have been taken over as a package. In the first instance the
vessels M/V Ice Moon, M/V Ice Star, M/V Ice Runner and M/V
Ice Crystal will remain with the previous Technical Manager
until beginning of 2017. Thereafter step by step also the Technical Management will change to Briese. In future Inspection
Group Number 5 will take care of these four vessels.
The management of M/V Samba and M/V Skogafoss has
been given to the company GRS Rohden Shipping GmbH &
Co. KG. We have a good relationship to this company and
they are taking care of one of our other vessels for a longer
time already.
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Facts and Figures
· Builder: Sainty Shipbuilding
(Yangzhou) Corp Ltd, China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 7,545 / 3,165
· LOA: abt. 129.59 m
· Beam: abt. 20.60 m
· Max. draft: abt. 7.40 m
· Main Engine: MAK 8M 43C with 7,200
kW at 500 rpm
· Aux.-Engines: 3 x Yanmar Diesel, 500
kW at 900 rpm

· Container Capacity: 20´ / 40´ + 20´
· Total: 698 / 332 + 34
· Reeferplugs: On deck: 86; Holds: 34;
Total: 120
· Stackload: 20´ / 40´
· Deck: 60 / 90
· Hold: 120 / 140
· Accommodation: 19 Cabins

M/V Costamar, M/V Lunamar
General Caro Vessels
5,200 DWT / gearless
In August and September 2016 M/V Norma and M/V Auriga
have been taken over from company Grona Shipping. Up to
end of February Grona Shipping was still responsible for the
Technical Management of the vessels. In the course of change
of management to Briese Schiffahrt the vessels have also been
re-flagged to Madeira and a name change has been undertaken. From now the vessels are named M/V Costamar and M/V
Lunamar and will be managed by Inspection Group No. 5.
Both vessels are Multi-Purpose Vessels with a LOA just under
100m and are on Charter with AtoB@C Shipping AB. Both vessels have been taken over in drydock; M/V Norma in Marstal
and M/V Auriga in Emden.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Western Marine Shipyard
Ltd. Bangladesh
· Tonnage GT/NT: 3,500 / 1,382
· LOA: 99.48 m
· Beam: 13.43 m
· Max. draft: 6.15 m
· Main Engine: MaK 6M25C, 2000 kW
at 750 rpm
· Aux.-Engines: Sisu Diesel 182 kW

· Cargo hold capacity:
6.646 cbm / 234.840 cbft
· Hold dimension L/B/H:
61,80 x 11,20 x 9,60 m
· Container Capacity:
In hold 108 TEU, on deck 80 TEU
· Accommodation: 12 Persons

M/V BBC Amber, M/V BBC Sapphire, M/V BBC
Ruby, M/V BBC Moonstone, M/V BBC Pearl,
M/V BBC Coral
Premium Project Carrier Vessels
12,780 DWT / 2 x 180 mt
About one year ago, in January 2016 M/V BBC Ruby has been
delivered to us as a newbuilding.
The newbuilding contract has been taken over from the
previous owner and is a sister vessel to M/V BBC Amber,
M/V BBC Pearl, M/V BBC Sapphire, M/V BBC Coral and M/V
BBC Moonstone, which have been bought in October 2015
as well.
Also in this case in the Technical Management stays with
the previous owner in the first instance and will change to
Briese one by one in near future. Responsible for these vessels will be Inspection Group Number 1.

Facts and Figures
· Builder: Jiangxi Jiangzhou Union
Shipbuilding, China
· Tonnage GT/NT: abt. 12,838/ 5,968
· LOA: abt. 153.44 m
· Beam: abt. 23.20 m
· Max. draft: abt. 11.95 m
· Main Engine: MAN 6 S46 MC-C
with 8280 kW
· Aux.-Engines: 3 x 970 kW/440 V at
720 min. 1 Emergency of 330
kW/440 V at 1,800 min

OUR OBJECTIVE

· Cargo hold capacity:
19,680 cbm / 694,993 cbft
· Floor space under deck:
2,986 sqm / 32,141 sqft
· Floor space on deck:
1,891 sqm / 20,354 sqft
· Container Capacity: 958 TEU
· Accommodation: 17 Cabins

Charterer´s Happiness
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Newbuildings
In a joint project
with Krey Shipping
and Auerbach we
took the lead in
developing the next
Multi-Purpose Heavy
Lift Generation, the
‘12.000 DWT Eco
Trader MPV 500’.
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In total six ships with unique characteristics
designed to meet future market requirements
will be built at Jiangsu Hongqiang Marine Heavy
Industry and Jiangxi Jiangzhou Union Shipbuilding, China.

ed. After completion of the outstanding work
and rectification of our remarks by the shipyard
we expect to take delivery of M/V Jan in March.
M/V BBC Russia will enter the fleet probably in
late summer.

Two of the vessels, namely M/V Jan and M/V
BBC Russia will be taken over by us. With the
attendance of Chief Engineer Sergiy Prykhodko
and Chief Officer Joshua Maury the first sea
trial of M/V Jan was done from 17th up to 24th
of January.

Compared to the old generation of 12.000 dwt
type (M/V BBC Oregon class) this new generation type vessel has roughly 30% less fuel consumption at higher crane capacity and much
higher cargo flexibility.

All tests were completed successfully and our
high expectations in respect of fuel consumption have been not only met but even exceed-

Briese Schiffahrt

But besides all the thoughts we put into performance and efficiency improvement of the vessel,
we also set a high value on making life on board a
bit more comfortable for our good crews.

Firstly, it was important to us to ensure that
noise and vibration limits will definitely keep
within acceptable limits. In this regards we had
a prediction calculation made at design stage
results of which were implemented in the construction of the vessel. The measurement of
noise and vibration taken by the shipyard during the first sea trials were double-checked by
an independent technician ordered by us.
Now we can say that noise and vibration levels
were found satisfactory in all areas. Obviously
this is still a merchant ship and no cruise vessel
but given the fact that the vessel is propelled by
a 5 cylinder main engine it turned out during sea
trials that the ship is remarkably quiet and calm.

Secondly, the interior design was made in such
a way that the all cabins will offer a light and
friendly atmosphere. All cabins are equipped
with a refrigerator. All bathrooms have a colorful
mosaic tile wall in the shower, flat wash basin,
big mirror and a small electrical heater.
Thirdly, looking at off-duty time the ship will offer a spacious gym and a sauna for work-out
and relaxation. Fourthly, for ensuring moderate
temperatures at work spaces even in hot climate zones the wheelhouse, galley and engine
control room are equipped with an additional,
separate air condition unit.
Author: Bernd Böning

Facts and Figures:
· Classification:
		
		
		
· Deadweight (summer):
· Max. draft (summer):
· Length o.a.:
· Breadth moulded:
· Service speed:
· Cargo hold capacity:
· Main hold dimensions:
· Floor space under deck:
· Floor space on deck:
· Crane capacity:
		
		
· Lifting height:
· Accommodation:
		
		
		
		
		

GL + 100 A5 E3 BC G IW BWM (D2) DG DBC
LC EP-D strengthened for heavy cargoes,
equipped for the carriage of containers and
dangerous goods + MC E3 AUT
abt. 12,500 mt
8.10 m
147.00 m
22.80 m
15.0 knots
17,600 cbm / 621,537 cbft
76.50 m x 17.60 m
2,950 sqm / 31,753 sqft
2,170 sqm / 23,357 sqft
2 Liebherr cranes situated portside: 250 mt
capacity at 18 m outreach each / 500 mt combined;
120 mt capacity at 33 m outreach each
> 35 m at 10 m outreach
24 Persons / 21 cabins
21 single cabins (incl. Owner’s and Pilot Cabin /
excl. Suez Cabin and Hospital)
Three cabins with additional foldaway bed,
2 guest cabins for clients, Meeting Room
incl. flat screen, Sauna, Gym

OUR OBJECTIVE
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Passenger‘s Report
In September 2016
we received the
inquiry of a student
with the focus on
photography and
journalism of the
“The New School” in
New York City to go
on board of our
vessels.

Mr. Benner was focusing in a project for his
studies on the everyday life of the crew on
board of cargo ship.
In this respect it has been agreed that he sailed
one voyage on board of M/V BBC Danube from
Panama Canal to the port of Coeymans from
16th of November up to 25th of November.
Below are some impressions and his field report of the respective trip.
After three months of writing E-Mails and making phone calls, I finally got the go from Briese
to pursue my project of documenting the lives
of freighter crew members. I booked my plane
tickets and a stay at a motel close by the Miraflores docks. Looking at the weather forecast, I
was happy to see a constant 30-degree celsius
in Panama City, a welcome relief from New
York’s cold November.
When I was approaching Panama City on the
plane, I caught the first glimpse of my destination. Even though clouds covered the whole
shore, container ships, forming an enormous
triangle pointed the way to the Panama Canal.
Two days later a driver picked me up in front of
my motel. He passed the industrial harbor and
pulled into the “Balboa Yacht Club”, a small harbor with one long, floating boat bridge. It was
raining and the boat bridge would groan reluctantly under the swell. A small boat picked me
up, driving out into the Gulf of Panama. After
a while, it would pull up next to the towering
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side of the “BBC Danube”. I rushed outside and
climbed the rope ladder up to the lower deck of
the ship. Inside the ship, I was greeted by the
Second Officer, Davyd, who directed me to my
cabin and introduced me to the first few sailors.
While the ship was anchored, many crew members took the chance to rest in their cabins.
Davyd sat down with me and took the time to
talk me through every important detail, especially the breakfast, lunch and dinner times.
Before I embarked on this trip, I had never met
someone who was this patient with talking to
somebody they have never met before.
After he left, I unpacked my camera gear and
started to explore the ship. It was a novel experience. On one hand side it felt familiar, the ship
was equipped with curtains and picture frames
and every table in the Mess Rooms had its own
set of sauces and spices on them. On the other
hand, it felt strange. The interior was somehow
modeled after a home on land but felt more
like an old and well-kept country hostel.
The communication between crew members was
contained. Ernest Hemingway once wrote: “It was
considered a virtue not to talk unnecessarily at
sea...” and it held true to some extent. Everybody
got along and the atmosphere was friendly, but
extensive conversations were rare.
Chief Officer Maksim took an hour to tell me about
zodiac signs and how to use them to navigate and
Chief Cook Volodymyr gave me profound insights
into both his life in the Ukraine and on the ship.
However, when asked about specifics, everybody
was more than happy to give me their comprehensive insights. As most of the crew was from
Russia or Ukraine, the communication proved to
be tricky at times. Speaking only the most basic

Ships in Operation

On the Spot

English, Volodymyr never got weary of giving me
the answer to what he thought my question was.
Through the acceptance of everybody on board,
I was able to create a body of work that shows
the sailors working tirelessly to make our economy work. I passed the Panama Canal, saw flying
fish and got very seasick on waters that were regarded to as a “duck pond”.
No matter if I was in the engine room, the kitchen
or on the bridge, nobody ever got (visibly) annoyed by me hanging around them the third time
a day, photographing. For that, I am really thankful to all of the crew members. I do not want to
give special thanks to anybody because everyone
on board was incredibly helpful and enjoyable.
Thank you to everybody who accompanied me
during my stay on the BBC Danube!
Article by Maximilian Benner

Teamwork in Malaysia!
On this Picture you
can see three of our
Heavylift Vessels M/V
BBC Austria, M/V
BBC Rushmore and
M/V BBC Xingang discharging in Tanjung

All three vessels where involved in a new project
between BBC Chartering and TOYO Engineering
Corporation (Japan).
TOYO is contributing to the global economy in
various industrial fields including gas and new
types of energy such as LNG and DME, as well as
engineering, procurement and construction of
oil-refinery, petrochemical and general chemical plants.

The agreement covers more than 400,000 FRT
of project and heavy lift cargo volumes to be
moved globally for four major projects during
2016 and extending into 2017.
Many thanks to our crew for the very good work
during the cargo operations in Tanjung Setapa!
Article by Michael Freudenberg.
Source: https://goo.gl/cUodnu

Setapa / Malaysia in
December 2016.
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Chief Mate Trainee Program
During the contracts
on our vessels, many
of you may ask yourself, what the people
on-shore are doing
all the day; More
than twenty people, talking, asking
strange questions,
sending thousands
of messages?

Considering that they are in charge to organize
the daily-run of your ladies, there is a lot to do
to have a smooth turnover and performance
in total. To understand what is important and
what must be organized for your nice vessels,
Briese Chartering offers to work in the office
for three months before promotion to Captain. Especially the commercial side of the job
is considered to be shown, as it helps a lot to
understand Customers´ requirements as well
as decisions concerning money and financial
matters.
However, it is not only operating matters that
shall be brought to the attention of the attendees, but also doing the job of a Port Captain for
a short period. Gaining the background information about the cargo and arranging plans for the
vessels is an important item to satisfy our Charterers, but also to employ our vessels in a thorough way. Last, but not least, we concentrate on
another very important topic – bunkering matters. Many discussions arise and problems occur
due to mistakes, when taking samples and bad
bunker quality. By attending a vessel and checking same process from another view, problems
may become clear and easier to handle later on
– when you are the Master of the vessel!

During the three months of your work in the office, you also get to know the people here in
Leer, to understand how we are working and
conclude the great overview of shipping.
The chance was seized lately by Oleksandr Kulyk, a freshly promoted Master, who did his first
contract on M/V Richelieu and sailed as Chief
Officer on M/V Anna before. Oleksandr comes
from Kherson and is employed by our company
Briese Crewing Crimea. He came to Leer together with his wife and currently works in the
Briese Chartering office. We interviewed him
about his first impressions of the recent days,
asking him following questions:
How did you hear from the program?
I heard it from friends of mine who have also done
the program.
What was your intention to apply for the Chief
Officer Program and what do you expect?
I applied to the program in order to understand
the work of the shore staff. I expect to achieve a
wider knowledge, which will help me in my work
as a Captain on board of a vessel.
You are in the office now for 10 days. What did
you learn so far?
I already learned how to prepare a laytime calculation and how important the Notice of Readiness is
for the calculation. Furthermore I saw how a charter party looks like and how to prepare the voyage
instruction out of the given information. Every day,
I communicate with charterers, brokers and agents.
You arrived together with your wife. Do you enjoy the city of Leer and its surroundings?
Yes, it is nice. Leer is a town with a little city centre
and many small shops. For us it is something new
and different.

Captain Oleksandr Kulyk

Do you think that your experiences in the office
will help you in your next contract as a Captain?
Yes, I think these experiences will help a lot for the
next contract. In the first 10 days I could already
learn how crucial it is to tender the NOR on time.
In the second part of the training program I will
assist in the Port Captains` department. There I
hope to increase my knowledge about cargo handling, ballasting/ deballasting, lashing/ securing
etc. which I can use on board of a vessel.
Article by Hella Bruns, Interview by Anke Kloppenburg
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Briese e-Learning Portal
Building effective
methods of training
and qualification for
crew is a huge task
to fulfil especially in
such a big fleet and
large company like
the Briese Group.

To improve the offer of training possibilities for
our crew we set ourselves following aims:
· Training should be available to
everyone at nearly any time.
· Organization, distribution and
administration have to be robust and
easy to handle for everybody.
The longtime existing in-house seminars are still
offering an excellent exchange between seafarers
and colleagues from the office and will therefore
of course be continued in future. Unfortunately
we can of course not invite all seafarers to our offices to take some training.
To offer much more of our crew easily accessible
training we now added a very modern solution –
online eLearning.

So we started to build up a complete online eLearning platform which supplies especially
younger seafarers with eLearning courses. Currently the course catalogue consists of 50 Seagull
courses but also courses of the producer Videotel
should follow. To distribute these courses we use
our own system and digital infrastructure to form
everything according to our needs.
Further we are also busy to produce our own
company intern courses. Next to other engine or
ISM related courses, one of our projects was to
create an online course for cadets to introduce
them to the structure of the vessel, the life at sea
and future tasks of cadets before they sign on.
Here we also included diverse media in order to
show different devices on the bridge, on deck and
in the engine room. We visited M/V OSTBENSE in
Emden and M/V BBC NEPTUNE in Nordenham to
produce in cooperation with the crews content to
include same into the course. Even small video
sessions were done where different tasks and
equipment on board was explained by the crew.
Also at this point I would like to thank the crews
for their great support.
On M/V OSTBENSE we were focusing on the presentation of the bridge and deck equipment. On
M/V BBC NEPTUNE the engine and lifesaving appliances were handled.
If you are interested in having a look on the course
feel free to ask your agency to give you access to
the Briese eLearning platform and enroll you for
the “Cadet Course”.
Article by Jann Peters

ISM Documentation on M/V Ostbense
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Training

Seminars

Seminars
The Human factor
remains one of the
key elements for
the entire Briese
Group. Only with
well qualified crews
vessels can sail to
achieve “Charterers
Happiness”.

Therefore Briese keeps up the high efforts to
perform face to face in-house seminars in all our
crewing locations. By close cooperation between
the local agencies and the headquarter in Leer
various seminars by office staff but also by seafarers in Russia, Manila, Ukraine and Leer are done.
Further the training possibilities were enlarged
by the Briese e-learning platform which is currently available for young officers and engineers, but also will be extended for other ranks
in near future.
Seminars for nautical officers aim to provide seafarers with industry news, focus on the actual
problems and update about the latest incidents
and PSC issues. Next to the technical content of
course another key benefit is to meet the crew and
to generate an exchange between Briese employees with different experiences and backgrounds.
As one of many examples the below gives an
overview of the ISM Seminars carried out in Russia in November 2016. To be prepared all participants passed computer based trainings from
the Briese e-learning Portal, before taking part in
the main in-house seminar.

The officers spent two full working days with the
company DPA - Thomas Oberschelp and Sergei
Stoliarov on professional discussions, training
and practical exercises:
Rostov on Don on 23-24 November 2016
Participants:
3Off Morgachev Dmitry, 3Off Mosiichuk Konstantin, 3Off Muryy Artem, OOW Shustov
Ruslan, OOW Onopchenko Dmitry, 2Off Rybin
Aleksandr, 2Off Sokolov Anton, 2Off Chastokolskiy Vitaly, 2Off Dmitriuk Ivan, JOff Saliev Maxim, 2Off Salyukov Denis, 2Off Charykov Grigory,
2Off Knyazev Vitaly
Arkhangelsk on 26-27 November 2016 – here
Captain Surkov also participated as lecturer
Participants:
JOff Burtovskiy Dmitrii, OOW Bushuev Andrei,
OOW Gorshkov Vitaliy, 2Off Serkov Dmitry,
2Off Selivanov Dmitrii, 2Off Druzhinin Andrey,
2Off Cherepanov Yuriy, 2Off Lisnenko Mikhail,
2Off Fishov Igor, 2Off Chalyi Denis, OOW Salnikov Mikhail, COff Vernigor Antonon
After the seminars the participants obtained an
attendance certificate and were invited to a corporate dinner.
We experienced a great productive and informative time and want to thank all participants for
the excellent exchange during the seminars.
Of course also in 2017 numerous seminars are
planned. If you are interested to attend feel free
to contact your crewing agency.
Article by Sergei Stoliarov
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Special Maintenance

Lifebuoy inspection - grabline

Lifebuoy Inspection – Grabline
Once again we
would like to start
with a special safety
maintenance part in
the Briese news. You
may also cut out the
page and place it in
the Training manual
for guidance.

During PSC inspections and internal audits following were identified as deficiencies:
• diameter of grabline less than 9.5mm

The regulation behind :
LSA code Chapter II 2.1 Lifebuoys
Each lifebuoy shall:
.8 be fitted with a grabline not less than 9.5mm

• length of grabline less than four times
the outside diameter of the body of
the buoy

in diameter and not less than four times the outside diameter of the body of the buoy in length.
The grabline shall be secured at four equidistant

• grabline not properly secured at four
equidistant points

points around the circumference of the buoy to
form four equal loops.

• grabline destroyed, frayed or perished
During monthly inspections of lifebuoys it shall
be checked for above mentioned deficiencies.
Any identified deficiency has to be rectified immediately and has to be properly documented
in the SOLAS checklist.
In case of assistance required please get in contact with your Inspection Group.

Worn out buoyant line

Worn out subject of PSC deficiency in Antwerp

New buoyant line
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Rules and regulations

Marpol awareness

MARPOL - Regulation,
Training, News
Due to the major
MARPOL related case
which occurred on
one of our vessel in
2015, which resulted
in huge consequences for the company,
it has been decided
to train the crew
even more detailed
in MARPOL related
regulations.

To look back the USGC conducted a PSC inspection on the vessel in Pensacola. During the
inspection it has been found that a hose was
connected to the Ballast Water Ejector. For the
USCG this was an indication to assume that
oil might have been discharged illegally over
board. As consequence the vessel got detained
and the criminal investigation department was
engaged for further detailed investigations.
After their first assumption, several items have
been removed immediately from the vessel:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Daily Sounding Logs
Oil Records Book
Diagrams
Discharge Receipts
Engine Log Books
Sounding tables
Computer

During the investigation it turned out that the
crew was lying to the US government, which led
to further examinations.
It was difficult to convict the crew for an illegal discharge but lying to the authorities was
enough for them to assume that faked oil record books or even a secrete equipment was
used to discharge oily water direct over board.
As consequence the involved crewmembers
had to stay available in Pensacola until completion of the prosecution and the US Government took the passports of all crewmembers.
The Captain was released after six months but
all other crewmembers had to stay until completion, which finally lasted up to 10 months.

Furthermore they have been target and criminal charges have been brought against them
individually.
The company had to pay a fine of 1.500.000,00
USD and 1.000.000,00 USD additional fees.
Moreover the vessel is banned for US ports.
Consequently in 2016 special MARPOL seminars and Skype trainings have been implemented and the first ones have been carried out in
Archangelsk, Rostov na Don and Sevastopol.
During these seminars topics like MARPOL Annex I, IV, VI, the oil record book, operation of
oily water separator, incinerator or sewage
plant will be discussed. Furthermore information about emergency operation of main
engines, CPP, steering gear, cargo cranes and
hatch covers are included as well facts regarding PSC deficiencies in connection to MARPOL
will be reviewed.
A new E-Mail address for MARPOL related
questions or suggestions has been created
(marpol@briese.de) in order to answer and
clarify all outstanding points from the office.
Moreover everything will be discussed with the
crew during the MARPOL seminars and Skype
trainings.
Following dates are scheduled for MARPOL
trainings in 2017:
Skype Trainings:
(The time will be adjusted shortly before the date and
crewing agency has to be contacted directly):

St. Petersburg
11.01.2017
11.04.2017
16.08.2017
02.11.2017
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Sevastopol
12.01.2017
12.04.2017
17.08.2017
03.11.2017

Ref.

Sections

Location

Personnel

Time

Notes

A.2.2

3.1

Masters's Office or Ship's Office

Master, C/E, C/O

1.0 hour

MARPOL - related certificates & equip.

A.2.3

3.2, 6.1

Masters's Office or Ship's Office

Master

0.5 hour

Review of prior Inspections & Audits

A.2.4

3.3

Masters's Office or Ship's Office

Master

1.0 hour

Review of Response & other plans, Interview

A.2.5

4.1

Masters's Office or Ship's Office

Master, C/E, C/O

1.0 hour

SMS Requirements: Policy & Oversight

A.2.6

4.5, 4.6, 4.7

Ship's Office

Master, C/E, C/O

0.5 hour

Tag-out/Seal Program, Training

A.2.7

4.2, 4.4, 5.1

Ship's Office

C/E & 2/E

2.0 hours

EMS - Engine Dept. ORB Part I

A.2.8

4.3, 5.2, 5.3

Ship's Office

C/E & 2/M

1.0 hour

EMS - Engine Dept. ORB Part II, GRB

A.2.9

6.3

Ship's Office

C/O

0.5 hour

Interview

A.2.11

6.4

Ship's Personnel interview

Random selection

N/A

Concurrentwith Sections 4, 5 and 6

A.2.1

A.2.10

2

6.2

Masters's Office or Ship's Office

Ship's Office

Master, C/E, C/O

1.0 hour

C/E

0.5 hour

Review of ship's Certificates

Interview

A.2.12

7.1, 7.2

Engine Room

Engine Staff as required

2.0 hours

Physical verification; SMS & other requirements

A.2.14

Section 8

Operational Tests and Observations

Various

8.0 hours

A.2.15

Meals or
Break

---

---

1.5 hours
per day

Operational Verification of equipment,
conducted while vessel is underway

A.2.13

7.3

Deck Areas

Deck staff as required

Estimated minimum Total Time (2 to 3 days)

1.5 hours

Physical verification; ECP & EMS & other
requirements

Time for Meal and breaks.

23. hours

The Engineer seminars will take place as
following:
-Rostov on Don and Sevastopol - Week 17
-St. Petersburg and Arkhangelsk - Week 46
-Chief Engineer’s Seminar in Leer - Week 37
In addition to above unscheduled MARPOL inspections will be conducted on board of the vessels by our NTVRP provider Gallagher Marine
System. It has been decided to make use of their
service for vessels, which have not been in the
USA for a long time or had problems recently
in the engine room. With these inspections the
crew and vessels shall be prepared for the USA
and a possible upcoming USGC inspection.
Sounding of the sludge and bilgetanks and entry into the checklist

The office will get in contact with Gallagher Marine System to plan the inspection. The best
scenario would be if the inspector goes on
board before the vessel will enter US waters. As
sometimes this might not be possible, the inspector will attend upon arrival at first US port.
Gallagher Marine System advises to plan one
to two days for such an inspection and training. During normal business und port stays it is
almost impossible to involve the crew for such
a long time, therefore mostly the inspections
have been carried out within some hours but in
some cases the inspector even sailed with the
vessel for two days.
Above is an example of a possible agenda for
such an inspection, during which the most important topics related to MARPOL and USGC
inspection will be covered.
The inspections are quite time consuming, expensive and no guarantee that the vessel will
pass a USCG inspection without any deficiencies, but they are helpful for all crewmembers
to be well prepared for any upcoming inspection, therefore we kindly ask for your best assistance and support.
Article by Amke Huisinga and Oleg Azhmyakov
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Rules and Regulations

The polar code

International Code for Ships
Operating in Polar Waters
“… developed to supplement existing IMO instruments in order to increase the safety of
ship’s operation and mitigate the impact on the people and environment in the remote,
vulnerable and potentially harsh polar waters.” (Preamble, Paragraph 1)

The retreat of sea ice both in Northern
and Southern waters has allowed increased traffic in remote areas with little or no emergency infrastructure e.g.
for oil spill response, SAR scenarios, or
salvage operations. Many of the sea
and coastal areas’ eco systems are particularly vulnerable to damage. Navigation in these areas faces potential
hazards like ice and rapidly changing
weather.

This is why on the 1st January 2017 the
Polar Code entered into force. The Polar Code defines standards for ship’s
operations in high latitude areas in two
main parts: Part I – Safety Measures and
Part II – Pollution Prevention Measures.
The areas covered by the code are defined as following: Arctica is north of
60°N but limited by a line from Greenland; south at 58° - north of Iceland,

Polar Code Ship Safety
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southern shore of Jan Mayen – Bjornoya – Cap Kanin Nos. Antarctica is
south of 60°S.
The code’s safety part applies to all SOLAS vessels constructed on or after 1
January 2017 which intend to operate
within the Arctic and Antarctic areas.
Vessels constructed before this date
have to comply with the code’s safety
part by the first intermediate or renewal

Polar Code Areas
polar waters different strategies are followed: Special systems and equipment
are not needed permanently on one vessel but can be kept ready for shipment
on short notice and installation for a
particular voyage on a particular vessel on
demand.

operational standards, crew training,
SAR requirements are addressed.

class survey after 1 January 2018.
The code’s environmental part applies
to all ships – new and existing - certified
under MARPOL Annexes I, II, IV and V.
Briese Schiffahrt’s inspection department is currently assessing options to
prepare our vessels for navigating under the Polar Code. Subjects like additional or special equipment, particular

Crew training of Masters and their OOWs
according to the Polar Code’s requirements,
however, will have to be planned well in
advance and be undertaken for a certain
number of our high latitude seafarers.
Article by Hanns Bergmann

Measures will include a hazard analysis
and subsequently a Polar Water Operational Manual. Intact stability calculations have to be amended with allowances for icing.
Since our fleet’s individual vessels can be
expected to only temporarily operate in

Sources:
- DNV-GL, The Polar Code in Force, Beginning
1 January 2017: How to comply, Technical and
Regulatory News 24/2016
- IMO, Polar Code – International Code For Ships
Operating In Polar Waters, 2016 Edition
- IMO web site: http://www.imo.org/en/mediacentre/
hottopics/polar/pages/default.aspx

Polar Code Environmental Protection
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Arctic Voyage

A Report from M/V BBC Nile August 2016
In respect to the upcoming Polar
Code we would like to give some
impression from M/V BBC Nile
which did the Northern Sea
Route in August 2016.
The vessel loaded about 1350 frts Condenser, max unit weight 210mt on 7th of
August at Shanghai and departed on 9th.
At 74°50’ N 135°40’ E on the 26th August
the M/V BBC Nile was at the meeting point
of the ice breaker convoy up to Sabetta. The
vessel arrived at Sabetta on 31st of August
and waiting for receiver’s barge. Discharging commenced and completed by ships
cranes and crew on 04th of September.

The following are some impression and advices from Captain Pavel Gonchar who was
the Master on board of M/V BBC Nile during
the voyage:
1. Preparation for Northern Sea Route
It is very important to have the ship prepared in all respects for NSR passage.
The ship should be sufficiently supplied
by fuels, lubricants, freshwater and provision. Warm clothes suitable for arctic
climate to be supplied for all crew plus 3
sets of warm clothes must be in spare.
To have a reserve of fuels and lubricants
to be counted as double amount at the
start of NSR passage. In calculation the
amount of fuels and lubricants needed
full speed at open water to be used as
rated speed.
Provision and freshwater to be sufficient
on board for at least 60 days since ship
enter NSR boundaries. My advice to have
full possible stock of provision before NSR
passage taking into account that there are
no any possibilities of supply and to have
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also some “long - life” provision especially
canned fruits and vegetables.
All heating systems onboard to be
checked and in good order before passage.
Bubble system for ballast tanks to be
checked and in good condition as well.
Spare wires for cargo cranes to be onboard.
Additionally satellite compass and modern IMN - C equipment was installed
before NSR. Spare Iridium open port Sat
communication system was delivered
onboard. Very important is to have all
sea charts for NSR. BA sea charts available for area up to Bering Strait and for
area after Novaya Zemlia Isl. Russian sea
charts to be in use. Numbers of Russian
sea charts required can be checked in
online catalogue of Russian sea charts
www.deckofficer.ru/funk/chartcatalog
WGS 84; position can’t be plotted directly
on Russian sea charts and to be checked
note on the sea chart for correction for
position plotting. Route to be planned by
recommended routes on the sea charts.
Before NSR passage permission to be
received from NSR Administration and
to be strictly followed for route and ice
condition mentioned in permission.
Helpful to have onboard access to website of NSR administration: www.nsra.
ru; as there all updated requirements
for navigation vessel preparation radio
communications Ice condition reporting procedures navigational warning etc.
Updated ice charts and ice forecast to be
downloaded from this website as well.
Russian boarder protection require
by email ship’s to report 24 hrs before
crossing territorial sea and on actual
entering and leaving of territorial sea of
Russia. Requirements not mentioned in
updated BA ALRS publications. Reporting
procedures to Russian border protection
service to be asked from Russian agent
and advice to have agency nominated
before entering Russian territorial sea.
Also while ship at NSR waters daily reports to be sent to NSR administration.

2. Passage
NSR passage during August-September
is best time of the year to have minimum ice covered waters but anyhow be
prepared for ice navigation as Arctic ice
very thick and strong. Be prepared to
have very bad visibility during quite long
time. During our passage we had in total
about one week of zero visibility due to
fog. Air temperature during NSR passage
was form +6 up to -5 degree Celsius. Sea
water temperature was between +5 up
to - 1 degree Celsius.

3. Icebreaker convoy
Follow ALL advices from Captain of the
Icebreaker for ice convoy order and
speed and distances between ships. Follow very strict on the track of the ship
ahead. Master or Chief Officer to be on
the bridge and Chief Engineer or 2nd Engineer in ECR during all time ship passing with I/B convoy. After passing with
Icebreaker convoy by Laptev Sea there
might be the possibility to meet icebergs
at Borisa Velkitskogo strait and Kara Sea.
4. Arrival at Sabetta port and discharging operation.
Sabetta Port was ice free during this period of the year. The port is still under
constructions and many services like
crewchange, supply etc not possible at
Sabetta on the other hand Sabetta Port
very often handling heavy lifts cargoes
and stevedores have a good experience
in heavy lifts.
The most important is to be properly prepared for Arctic voyage and many thanks
to Briese Inspection team and BBC for all
possible support.
Article by Captain Pavel Gonchar

Cargo in focus

BBC - Impressive Move by M/V BBC Pearl

Impressive Move
Over 100,000
cubic meters
loaded on deck

In a recent shipment them/V BBC Pearl was the
assigned as heavy lifter to move an impressive
amount of cargo on deck from Zhangijagang,
Shanghai, China to the port of Manokwari, Indonesia. For the Wuhan based customer the vessel
loaded four 350 mt heavy mobile harbor cranes,
one big and one smaller ship-loader on deck,
and some smaller additional cargo was loaded
below deck.
“In total the vessel loaded a massive volume of
104,000 cubic meters and a total weight of over

2,300mt for this project,” said David Calero, commercial manager of BBC Chartering in Shanghai.
The transport project on the M/V BBC Pearl is a
great display of how BBC Chartering performs
on extremely bulky and oversized cargo. Also
for short distances, such as this intra-Asia trading requirement, BBC Chartering’s portfolio of
170 vessels provides a great selection of suitable carriers for any port, any cargo service request.
Source: “Excellence 14th Edition page 22/23”
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Cargo in focus

Briese Chartering - burullus project

Burullus Project
Together with BBC
Chartering, Bremen
we are proud to announce that Briese
Chartering is the
project partner of
Schenker, Düsseldorf and part of the
Burullus Project in
Northern Egypt.

This megaproject will advance the history of the
country of Egypt. Siemens is building up three
brand new natural gas fire ‘Combined Cycle Power
Plants’ in order to increase the energy production
up to 50 percent in the country and Briese Chartering / BBC Chartering was selected to transport the
main components of the project like gas turbines,
steam turbines, generators, transformers, etc..
This is the largest project undertaken by Schenker
Deutschland to date. In total a volume of about
72.371 freight tons ( ttl 37.127 mt , abt 70.000 cbm)
have been and will be shipped in 2016 and 2017
on numerous voyages by Briese Chartering from
northern part of Europe, Mediterranean, Black Sea
and even US East Coast to Egypt.

In order to make transport from discharging port
to the jobsite as short and safe as possible Schenker even upgraded a small fishing port including
the installation of a heavy-duty crane. This was important as many of the pieces, which have to be
transported, are very heavy (up to 482mt) and / or
have oversize dimensions as well as due to the fact
that the location of Burullus Power Plant and the
roads around does not allow to bring these heavy
turbines from Alexandria or other ports.
The only way is to handle the cargo via this small
fishing port nearby. Schenker made an agreement
with the Egyptian Authorities for dragging of this
small fishing port to have sufficient depth of 5 m
for our vessels.In addition our Port Captain Sergey
Baranovs was in Burullus together with Schenker
before the project started in order to meet and
discuss with the Port Administration the navigation in the port, as there are no navigation charts
available.
The first shipment was done by M/V Musketier,
which loaded on the 22nd of April 2016 a generator, with a weight of 481.5 mt for a gas turbine
from Charleston (USA) to Burullus. A few days later
three other vessels loaded the gas turbines and
generators at Nordenhamn. In the period from
10th up to 20th of May discharging of the four vessels was done one after another. The first vessel
entered the port of Burullus was M/V Rochefort.
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Briese Chartering / BBC Chartering won the tender of this hefty
weight and tight project due to its young fleet offering excellent
quality, flexibility and competitiveness. Three owners came to
the final step of the tender and the first idea of Schenker was to
split the project between a few parties, but in the end all packages/volume was awarded to Briese Chartering, as we could
ensure them and gave confidence in the performance of all 49
shipments of this important project. 25 vessels are approved
by Schenker/Siemens/Egyptian Authorities for this project and
allowed to sail to Burullus. Any vessels from the market / other
owners still need a special permission from the Authorities,
which will take a time.
A strict schedule of all shipments from different loading ports
(Blexen, Schiedam, Rijeka, Constanta, Alexandria) and dates is
given, which has been managed to comply without any delay.

During a meeting with Schenker in Düsseldorf on 17th of February, Schenker pointed out that they are extremely satisfied
with the performance of Briese Chartering and in all respect,
especially with the support of all our Port Captains, with our Operating, with our flexibility. All 26 shipments performed so far
perfectly within laycan without any delay.
Until now, mid of February 2017, four vessels of “Mittelplate
Type” are either in Burullus or on the way to this port (M/V Hohe
Bank, M/V Accum, M/V Rochefort, M/V Schillig)

Facts:
· The total number of heavy lift units: 250
· 8 gas turbines with a weight of 482 t each (origin from Berlin)
· 12 generators for gas turbines with weight of 395 t each
(from Mulheim/Ruhr, Germany and Charlotte, USA)
· 12 transformers with a weight of 195 t each
(from Weiz, Austria and Zagreb, Croatia)
· 192 boilers modules with weight between 37.5 and 188 t per unit
(coming by ocean vessel from Korea and loading on Briese vessels
in Alexandria for Burullus)
· Condensers (from Indonesia)
· and other parts
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ENTERTAINMENT

briese chartering PHOTO CONTEST

Briese Chartering - Photo Contest
2016 was the first
year for Briese
Chartering’s Photo
Contest.

All crews of Briese vessels, as well as customers
and partners ashore, were asked to contribute
their favorite pictures of vessels during operations or gorgeous scenery in various weather
conditions. One of our main goals was to highlight the daily work of our seafarers; and what we
can see from the pictures so far is, that we have
some people with exceptional talents on board.
Some examples of the pictures are shown below.

Overall participation at the photo contest was
good and we like to thank everyone for their contributions. We will now review and evaluate the
photos we received and show the best three entries with the next edition of the Briese News.
Also in 2017, we look forward to receive many
exciting pictures of projects, scenery and special
moments to take part in this years’ photo contest.
Contact: Briese Chartering

M/V Pride Captain
shovels Sand

M/V Randzel Sunset

M/V Louis
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Entertainment

ON BOARD IMPRESSIONS

On Board Impressions
M/V “BBC Seine” in Brazil - loading of
50 meters long windmill blades. Picture
taken by crew of M/V “BBC Seine”

Bosun Manolito
Niñalga doing maintenance on crane wires
(greasing) on board
of M/V “BBC Volga”
while vessel was on
anchorage in Chile.
This picture has been
taken by 2nd Officer
Adrianne Barrido.

Our next newbuilding M/V “Jan”
in Nantong at the Ruitai Shipyard. The picture was taken by
Superintendent Anton Lygo.

For more regular updates feel free to visit our
Briese Crew Management Blog reachable under
following link:
http://briesecrewmanagement.blogspot.de/
M/V “BBC Neptune” is waiting at Balboa
anchorage for Panama Canal passage.
The picture was taken by Chief Officer
Roman Romanko.

Your support is also welcome so if you have nice
and interesting pictures you would like to share
feel free to send them to following E-Mail address: hannes.koeppl@briese-crewing.com
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Entertainment

Puzzles

Briese Crossword
Horizontal
Complete the crossword below (all words without blank space)
3. Famous Food for BBQ
7. Country in South America
Complet e t he crossword below (all words wit hout blank space)
9. Fruit
1
10. Part of the recipe
in this issue
2
3
4
5
11. Headquarter Location
6
12. Famous German Band
15. Sister of BBC Kibo
7
8
9
10
16. Young Seafarer
17. World leading currency
19. Life Saving Appliance
11
12
13
22. Typical Bulk Cargo
14
23. Far Far East in Russia
24 . River in Africa
15
16
26. Captain
28. Famous International Newspaper
29. PPE
17 18
19
30. Drink

Briese Crossword

Vertical
1. City in the Philippines
2. Number of cranes on BBC Neptune
4 . Our Objective
5. Multi (...) Vessel
6. Famous Canal
8. Famous Russian Airline
13. Technical Office Department
14. Famous port on
Black Sea Coast
28
18. Big Bunker Port
20. New IMO Code
21. Vessel movement
25. Bridge Equipment
30
27. Vessel type

20

21

22

23
24

26

27

Horizont al

Sudoku

3. Famous Food for BBQ
7. Country in South America
9. Fruit
10. Part of the recipe in this issue
11. Headquarter Location
12. Famous German Band
15. Sister of BBC Kibo
16. Young Seafarer
17. World leading currency
19. Life Saving Appliance
22. Typical Bulk Cargo
23. Far Far East in Russia
24 . River in Africa
26. Captain
28. Famous International Newspaper
29. PPE
30. Drink
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Created with TheTeachersCorner.net
Crossword Puzzle Generator
Created with TheTeac hers Co rner.net Cro s s wo rd Puz z le Generato r

Vert ical

Solutions will be published in the next edition.

1. City in the Philippines
2. Number of cranes on BBC Neptune
4 . Our Objective
5. Multi (...) Vessel
6. Famous Canal
8. Famous Russian Airline
13. Technical Office Department
14 . Famous port on Black Sea Coast
18. Big Bunker Port
20. New IMO Code
21. Vessel movement
25. Bridge Equipment
27. Vessel type

Briese schiffahrts gmbh & Co. Kg
Hafenstr. 12
D-26789 Leer
E-Mail: info@briese.de
Internet: www.briese.de

We are thankful for any kind of thoughts,
comments, questions, ideas etc. Please send us an
E-Mail: BrieseNews@briese.de
Attention: Sandra Sürken, Jann Peters,
Benjamin Conrad
Briese News is an Internal Newsletter which should
provide our fleet with needful information from and about us as well as
information we received from other companies, authorities, societies,
organization and whatsoever should be brought to everybodys knowledge!
All details are given in good faith and without guarantee.

